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Union Oil decision– G’th resources meet test for “mineral” 

in character for SRHA reservations (9th Cir. 1977) 

heat energy is from geologic formations, i.e., rock—only 
carried by the water.  

 

2007 NM Court of appeals (Rosette v. U.S.):  

Rosette’s water allocation right does not give him the right 
to use the energy 

Follows 10th Cir.  in Rosette v. US, 277 F.3d 1222 (2002) 

Court held that there is a “critical distinction between the 
energy in a g’th resource and the water that conveys the 

energy” (169 P.3d 704, 716, NM App. 2007) 

“Fed gov’t was not claiming a fed reserved water right, but a 
reserved mineral interest under SRHA” 

 

US v City and County of Denver, 656 P.2d 1, 34 (Colo. 1982) 

 Fed gov’t owns g’th resources under public lands 

 has authority to demand a sufficient allocation 

 of water for federal g’th leases 

 But a FRWR is not necessary to implement the GSA  

 



Questions have been raised regarding BLM’s interpretation of G’th as 
not including the water resource 

Alleges inconsistency with the plain language of the GSA definition of 
“geothermal steam and associated resources”  

 

 

 

The inconsistency is not BLM’s; 

Inconsistent state schemes regarding g’th as involving water use  

result in different circumstances because  

BLM follows state water laws 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Public concerns (raised for Haiwee g’th EIS in CA):  Drawdown 
of a g’th reservoir may drain overlying aquifers,  

impact groundwater supplies 

[Note: CA g’th agency is charged with ensuring that g’th wells do not  

damage, utilize or interfere with surface or groundwater] 

GSA definition:  
“G’th resources” includes 

“…steam, hot water, hot brines”, 
etc. 

 
 

vs. 

BLM 2008 G’th PEIS 
characterization/management:  

BLM leases heat in the g’th— 
 defers to state law for water rights 

CA  state law example:   
In CA fed g’th lessee owns the 
g’th fluid-- no regulation or 
allocation permit needed 

CA does not consider geofluid to 
be groundwater 

-Thus the new CA groundwater 
statute may not apply to geofluid 

NV state law example: 
G’th is defined as  

heat and minerals— 
Water is only a transport medium  

BUT consumptive use of water 
brought to surface as a by-product 
of g’th development IS subject to 
NV groundwater appropriation 



•The commodity of value that is leased is the heat energy 

 originated from mineral formations 

 the water only carries it  

(discussed in 1966, 1967 hearings for the GSA; Rosette cases) 

The 2007 Rosette court construed 2002 10th Cir decision as concluding that 
G’th resources are minerals  

 

The real complaint seems to be that BLM is following and deferring 
to state water laws 

But consider: 

•If G’th were considered to be a water resource, the states could make a 
case that use and disposal of g’th is under state law jurisdiction and 

definitions, not the US 

•or 

•If g’th is not a mineral, then it would not be reserved from SRHA patents;  
if g’th = water, then surface owners would claim ownership  

•[huge issue; debated 3 years in Congress prior to GSA passage in 1970] 

 
 

BLM DOES defend lessee rights when fed 
ownership/authority to lease/manage g’th resources  

on public lands is threatened:   
State of CO claimed ownership of all g’th  on public lands because  

g’th = groundwater under state law              challenged BLM leasing 

BLM negotiated an MOU to resolve potential conflict 
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